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Planetary Nebulae 
and the Problem of 
Distances



Planetary Nebulae (PNe)
● end stage of life for low to intermediate mass stars

● star ejects its outer layers, growing brighter and 
hotter before cooling into a white dwarf

● shell of ionised gas expands outwards at velocity 
of around 40 km/s, reaching typical size of around 
1 light-year over 10,000 year lifespan

● valuable probes of galactic structure and evolution

● only around 3000 known Milky Way PNe

understanding limited by poorly constrained 
distances (most unknown, known distances 
typically have fractional uncertainties > 25%)

Necklace Nebula (ESA / Hubble)



Planetary Nebula Distance Scales

Primary

Measure distances to individual PNe with varying degrees of 
model dependence and often limited applicability.

Rapid evolution of PN Central Stars (CSPNe) prevents usual 
methods such as photometric / spectroscopic parallax.
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Planetary Nebula Distance Scales

Assume population homogeneity and derive relationship 
between distance independent and dependent features.
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Planetary Nebula Distance Scales
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● constant ionised mass (Shklovsky method)

● surface brightness versus physical radius relation

recent example: SHα- r in Frew et. al. 2016 

parallaxes most 
direct, accurate 
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better primary calibrators 
improve statistical 

distances to all PNe



Before Gaia, the set of CSPN Parallaxes was very limited
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Gaia has already provided many more parallaxes than before
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Finding Central Stars 
of Planetary Nebulae
in Gaia DR2



HASH PN - 2456 Spectroscopically Confirmed PNe

Parker et al. 2016
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Central Stars in Gaia
● near nebula centre

○ HASH PN positions and sizes derived mainly 
from centroiding narrowband Hα imagery, 
however PNe have varied morphologies, and 
full extent of nebula may not be observed

● hotter (bluer)

○ may find other Gaia colours due to reddening, 
nebula contamination, or main sequence 
companions (binary systems)

● avoid spurious matches if CSPN undetected
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also want to avoid manual matching!



Catalogue Matching

likelihood ratio

angular distance

● likelihood ratio method (Sutherland & Saunders 1992)
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Catalogue Matching

likelihood ratio

● likelihood ratio method (Sutherland & Saunders 1992)
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Catalogue Matching

L = density ratio

density of 
chance 
sources

density of 
genuine 
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likelihood ratio

● likelihood ratio method (Sutherland & Saunders 1992)

Gaussian uncertainties

constant densityangular distance



Catalogue Matching

L = density ratio

density of 
chance 
sources

density of 
genuine 
sources

● similar to figure-of-merit used in Gaia matching with 
external catalogues (e.g. Marrese et al. 2018)

likelihood ratio

● likelihood ratio method (Sutherland & Saunders 1992)

Gaussian uncertainties

constant densityangular distance



Likelihood Ratio Method for CSPNe

likelihood ratio

discovery prior

Given Gaia object with colour c at angular distance r 
from centre of PN, define likelihood ratio L:

where Q is the identification rate - the prior probability 
of finding a matching CSPN in Gaia.



Likelihood Ratio Method for CSPNe
Given Gaia object with colour c at angular distance r 
from centre of PN, define likelihood ratio L:

where Q is the identification rate - the prior probability 
of finding a matching CSPN in Gaia.

likelihood ratio

discovery prior

Challenges:
● unknown CSPN colour distribution
● no positional uncertainties for PNe

Approach: infer distributions from data

colour 
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Likelihood Ratio Method for CSPNe

HASH PN colour 
density 

ratio

distance 
density 

ratio likelihood ratio reliability best matches

discovery prior

Gaia DR2

Challenges:
● unknown CSPN colour distribution
● no positional uncertainties for PNe

Approach: infer distributions from data

colour 
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density 

ratio

Given Gaia object with colour c at angular distance r 
from centre of PN, define likelihood ratio L:

where Q is the identification rate - the prior probability 
of finding a matching CSPN in Gaia.



nearest Gaia sourceInitial CSPN Colours
● select Gaia sources within 60” of 

confirmed PN locations in HASH PN +
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nearest Gaia sourceInitial CSPN Colours
● select Gaia sources within 60” of 

confirmed PN locations in HASH PN

● compare BP - RP colour distribution of set 
of nearest neighbours to others as initial 
estimate of colour density ratio
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nearest Gaia sourceInitial CSPN Colours
● select Gaia sources within 60” of 

confirmed PN locations in HASH PN

● compare BP - RP colour distribution of set 
of nearest neighbours to others as initial 
estimate of colour density ratio

● next use angular distances to Gaia 
sources with highest colour density ratios 
for estimating positional uncertainties
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CSPN Positions
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example

● for Gaussian positional uncertainties, 
P(r | genuine) = rayleigh(r; σ)



CSPN Positions
● for Gaussian positional uncertainties, 

P(r | genuine) = rayleigh(r; σ)

● positional uncertainties long tailed and 
not well described by single σ value
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density 
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density 
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discovery prior

Gaia DR2

long tail 
(log r)
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observed r values
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CSPN Positions
● instead of single value of σ use rayleigh 

mixture model fit to distances to 
high-confidence colour matches

● when finding distance density ratio for a 
candidates for a given PN, reweight 
mixture components by radius
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ratio likelihood ratio reliability best matches

discovery prior

Gaia DR2
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PN radius = 100”
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CSPN Positions
● instead of single value of σ use rayleigh 

mixture model fit to distances to 
high-confidence colour matches

● when finding distance density ratio for a 
candidates for a given PN, reweight 
mixture components by radius

● estimate background density ⍴ locally 
from density of nearby Gaia objects 
(count within 60” radius)

HASH PN colour 
density 

ratio

distance 
density 

ratio likelihood ratio reliability best matches

discovery prior

Gaia DR2

r

reweighted 
for 100” PN

PN radius = 100”
⍴ = 0.02 / arcsec2



Updated CSPN Colours

low distance density ratio

high distance density ratio

● update colour densities with high 
confidence objects from distance density 
ratios (rather than nearest neighbour)
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Updated CSPN Colours

low distance density ratio

high distance density ratio

● update colour densities with high 
confidence objects from distance density 
ratios (rather than nearest neighbour)

● pushes density ratio away from 1
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Updated CSPN Colours

low distance density ratio

high distance density ratio

● update colour densities with high 
confidence objects from distance density 
ratios (rather than nearest neighbour)

● pushes density ratio away from 1

● actual colour density ratio used is in 2-D 
(BP - RP, excess) space

● objects with no colour have ratio 1

HASH PN colour 
density 

ratio

distance 
density 

ratio likelihood ratio reliability best matches

discovery prior

Gaia DR2

++

+

+

+
+ +

+

increased contrast



● probability of individual object being a 
match considering all candidate matches

Reliability
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(discovery prior)
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● probability of individual object being a 
match considering all candidate matches

● nice properties:
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● probability of individual object being a 
match considering all candidate matches

● nice properties:

● identification rate scales reliabilities but 
does not change ranking; choose Q = 0.5
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HASH PN colour 
density 
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discovery prior

Gaia DR2

Reliability - Results
● bimodal distribution

full HASH PN 
input catalogue



HASH PN colour 
density 

ratio

distance 
density 

ratio likelihood ratio reliability best matches

discovery prior

Gaia DR2

Reliability - Results
● bimodal distribution

● compare to visual matching 
for test set of 100 PNe

hand labelled 
test set

full HASH PN 
input catalogue



HASH PN colour 
density 

ratio

distance 
density 

ratio likelihood ratio reliability best matches

discovery prior

Gaia DR2

Reliability - Results
● bimodal distribution

● compare to visual matching 
for test set of 100 PNe

● reliabilities of matches in 
test set suggest thresholds 
of 0.8 for likely and 0.2 for 
possible matches

hand labelled 
test set

thresholds

full HASH PN 
input catalogue



Match Success 1084 PNer (reliability) > 0.8

r < 0.2
363 PNe0.2 < r < 0.8
1009 PNe
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KLSS 1-5
72” diameter

blue central star

PM 1-20
36” diameter
possible PN

blue central star

Match
Examples



Previous Work - Kimeswenger & Barría 2018
● visually searched for CSPNe in Gaia 

DR2 using input catalogue of 728 
sources with distances based on radio 
flux from Stanghellini & Haywood 2010

● found CSPN matches for 382 PNe

● our automated matching results agree 
with ~90% of their matches (37 of their 
matches have reliabilities < 0.2, 17 of 
which have higher reliability matches)



Disagreements
● manual comparisons with imaging 

data suggest automatic method 
combined with better input catalogue 
is more reliable

● mismatches were unlikely to affect 
distance comparisons, because of 
cuts on sigma and colour used for 
regressions

● positional input catalogue accuracy is 
significant issue (Parker et al. 2010); 
for example coordinates of PB 1 (right) 
in Simbad closer to non-central star

this work5”

PB 1 (PanSTARRS DR1)

KB18



Preliminary 
Applications of 
Distance
Measurements



Revisiting Statistical Distances

log SHα = −3.63 (±0.06) log r − 5.34 (±0.05)

● most recent PNe statistical distance scale 
(Frew 2016) relates Hα Surface 
Brightness (distance independent) to 
physical nebula radius

● can use fitted relation to derive distances 
to PNe with measured surface brightness 
by comparing physical size from fit to 
angular size

● based on calibrating set of ~300 PNe with 
primary distances, 40% extragalactic

● no Gaia parallaxes used in calibration

log SHα

log r



● can use parallaxes to 
evaluate distance scales 
directly (Smith 2015)

Statistical Distance Scale Evaluation

distance 
ratio

measured parallax

statistical 
distance



● can use parallaxes to 
evaluate distance scales 
directly (Smith 2015)

Statistical Distance Scale Evaluation

distance 
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best quality sample (225 matches) 
derived from following cuts:

reliability > 0.98

σω < 0.2 mas

RUWE < 2

visibility_periods_used > 8

statistical 
distance

● apply to Frew 2016 
statistical distances and 
Gaia DR2 parallaxes

mean RS =
1.01 ± 0.04



● can use parallaxes to 
evaluate distance scales 
directly (Smith 2015)

Statistical Distance Scale Evaluation
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● apply to Frew 2016 
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Gaia DR2 parallaxes

mean RS =
1.01 ± 0.04



Relative Parallax Errors σω /ω 
● parallaxes from best matches sample (1000+ matches with reliability > 0.8)

523 CSPN
σω /ω < 1

146 CSPN
σω /ω < 0.2

57 CSPN
σω /ω < 0.1



● use (biased) sample of most precise parallaxes 
(errors σω /ω of < 0.1, 0.2) to trace CSPN 
evolutionary track and match with nebula physical 
radius (following ideas in Babusiaux et al. 2018)

Absolute Magnitudes and Physical Radii

typical radius
1 ly ≅ 10‒0.5 pc



● use (biased) sample of most precise parallaxes 
(errors σω /ω of < 0.1, 0.2) to trace CSPN 
evolutionary track and match with nebula physical 
radius (following ideas in Babusiaux et al. 2018)

Absolute Magnitudes and Physical Radii

white 
dwarfs

main 
sequence

PN

typical radius
1 ly ≅ 10‒0.5 pc

reddening

AGB



Contributions
● catalogue of over 1000 Gaia detections of 

likely Central Stars of Planetary Nebulae - 
nearly double previous results

● automatic matching procedure that enables 
quick updates to the sample with further 
Gaia data releases and new discoveries

● validation of an existing statistical distance 
scale using Gaia parallaxes

Cat's Eye Nebula (ESA / Hubble)



Future Work
● recalibrate existing distance scales 

using Gaia parallaxes with Bayesian 
forward modelling approach

● improved astrometry and photometry 
in Gaia EDR3 → more detections, 
more colours, lower parallax 
uncertainties

● low resolution BP/RP spectra in
Gaia DR3 → searching for new PNe

● transfer techniques to medical domain

Abell 39 (George Jacoby (WIYN Obs.) et al., WIYN, AURA, NOAO, NSF)
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2500
known PNe
+ more to be 
discovered

Thanks to Gaia DPAC,
Gaia DR2 and beyond!
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Match Success vs. Position



Match Success vs. PN Radius, Local Density



Match Properties - Colour, Separation



Match Properties - Magnitude, Parallax



RUWE Cuts

RUWE < 2 keeps ~72% of CSPNe, 
better maintains G mag distribution 

vs. 1.4 cutoff in Lindegren et al. 2018


